me@rehanbutt.com

Education Goal

Rehan Butt

To obtain a position that will help me continue to learn and follow my passions in art and technology, while
developing innovative products within the organization.

Activities

rehanbutt.com

Co-Presenter - AIA Build Pittsburgh - [Spring 2017]

Carnegie Mellon University [2016 - Present]
- Masters in Tangible Interaction Design

Carnegie Mellon University [2012 - 2016]
- Bachelors in the Integrative Physical and Digital Media Studies

National University of Singapore [Summer 2013]
- Design Program - Designing for Active Aging (Certificate Program)
		
- Concept to prototype, enhanced team building and leadership skills
- Presented ‘UI/UX Design and Architecture: Leveraging Web Technologies for and by Architects’ 		
sharing common interests, workflows and opportunities for both industries to adopt from the other

Guest Lecturer - Digital Media - [Spring 2017]
- Ran a workshop series, HTTParty, looking at the basics of UI/UX design and web development

Designer & Member - Ideate Student Advisory Committee (CMU) - [2015 - 2017]
- Branded Ideate, Involved in the improvements of the Ideate program

Public Relations Chair - International Student Union (ISU) - [2014 - 2016]
- Branded ISU, developed the website and created displays and posters

Designer - Lunar Gala (Fashion Show) - [2014-2015]

Work Experience

- Designed a fashion line, crafted from synthetic paper, 3D printed plastics and iridescent silk

Co-Founder - Processly - [2016 - Present]
- Processly makes it easy for students to document, discuss, and reflect upon their work, and for 		
teachers to work alongside them as they foster a collaborative blended learning environment.

Lab Manager – CodeLab (CMU) - [2016 - Present]
- Expand the lab’s digital presence in order to enhance awareness of the lab and its cohort

Mobile UI/UX Designer– YinzCam – [2016 - 2017]
- Lead efforts to enhance our current app experiences & expand to other platforms
- Involved in recruitment efforts for the design team

Mobile UI/UX Intern – YinzCam – [2015 - 2016]
- Participated in evaluating the current app experiences & proposed enhancements

Co-Founder – Dzgn.IO – [2015 - Present]
- We design and create with an approach of playful pragmatism. A group with the goal to deliver
design services incorporating holistic values of aesthetics, experience, and communication

User Experience Design Intern – Consumer Reports – [Summer 2015]

Skills

- Worked with the UX team to redesign consumerreports.org especially in terms of data visualization
Design Thinking | Photoshop | Illustrator | InDesign | Sketch | FramerJS
Rhinoceros | RhinoCAM | Vray | AutoCAD | Revit | Photography
HTML | CSS | JavaScript | C | Ruby | RAPID Programming | Arduino
CNC Router | Lasercutter | 3D Modeling | Hand & Technical Drawing

